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ABSTRACT The advent of the genomic era has necessitated the development of methods capable of analyzing large volumes of
genomic data efficiently. Being able to reliably identify bottlenecks—extreme population size changes of short duration—not only is
interesting in the context of speciation and extinction but also matters (as a null model) when inferring selection. Bottlenecks can be
detected in polymorphism data via their distorting effect on the shape of the underlying genealogy. Here, we use the generating
function of genealogies to derive the probability of mutational configurations in short sequence blocks under a simple bottleneck
model. Given a large number of nonrecombining blocks, we can compute maximum-likelihood estimates of the time and strength of
the bottleneck. Our method relies on a simple summary of the joint distribution of polymorphic sites. We extend the site frequency
spectrum by counting mutations in frequency classes in short sequence blocks. Using linkage information over short distances in this
way gives greater power to detect bottlenecks than the site frequency spectrum and potentially opens up a wide range of demographic
histories to blockwise inference. Finally, we apply our method to genomic data from a species of pig (Sus cebifrons) endemic to islands
in the center and west of the Philippines to estimate whether a bottleneck occurred upon island colonization and compare our scheme
to Li and Durbin’s pairwise sequentially Markovian coalescent (PSMC) both for the pig data and using simulations.
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MUCH can be learned about the demographic history of
a species or population from sequence variation.

Bottlenecks—short periods where the population size is dras-
tically reduced before recovering in size—are commonly de-
tected demographic events. Because bottlenecks are often
associated with range shifts caused by Pleistocene fluctuations
in climate (e.g., Moura et al. 2014), they are of particular in-
terest to researchers studying contemporary biogeographic
patterns. Bottlenecks lead to a sudden, strong increase in

the rate of coalescence that may have different effects on the
shape of genealogies. A strong bottleneckmay trap all lineages,
leading to a star-shaped genealogy. Alternatively, some lineages
may “escape” weaker bottlenecks leading to longer basal
branches, each connected to a clade of lineages that coalesced
during the bottleneck (Figure 1). Thus, strong bottlenecks lead
to an excess of rare variants, while moderate bottlenecks pro-
duce an excess of intermediate-frequency variants. These oppos-
ing effects make it difficult to reliably diagnose bottlenecks from
simple summary statistics of nucleotide diversity such as Fu’s D
(Fu and Li 1993) and Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989). The problem is
exacerbated because signals of bottlenecks can be confounded
by other population processes such as geographic structure or
selective sweeps (e.g., Nielsen and Beaumont 2009).

Given the stochasticity of the coalescent in general and the
similarity in signal between selective sweeps and bottlenecks at
a single locus (e.g., Galtier et al. 2000), integrating information
across multiple loci is imperative to robust demographic infer-
ence. For example, Li and Durbin’s (2011) pairwise sequentially
Markovian coalescent (PSMC)methodmodels transitions in the
times to the most recent common ancestor along an individual
genome and from this infers a trajectory of population size
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changes. The PSMC relies on an approximation to the coales-
cent and, because it makes use of long-range linkage infor-
mation, requires fairly well-assembled reference genomes.

At the other extreme, a number of popular methods of
demographic inference are based on the site frequency spec-
trum (SFS)—the number of sites in a sample of n sequences
with k copies of the derived allele (e.g., Gutenkunst et al. 2009).
The SFS throws away all linkage information and therefore
results in a drastic loss of information. Although Bhaskar and
Song (2014) showed that for the piecewise constant models
of population size change, the SFS is a sufficient statistic given
enough data, Terhorst and Song (2015) show that the error of
SFS-based estimates converges at rate 1=logs; where s is the
number of segregating sites. Both articles emphasize that this
could be remedied by incorporating linkage information.

An alternative set of methods bases inference on many short
loci (blocksof sequence)without requiring the long-range linkage
information necessary for the PSMC. Considering linked sites
within sequence “blocks” exploits the demographic information
contained in the distribution of genealogical branches while still
avoiding the need to model the ancestral recombination graph.
This class of methods assumes that intrablock recombination can
be ignored (Yang 2002;Hey andNielsen 2004). Using short-read
sequencing technologies, data sets containing large numbers of
short blocks can easily be obtained for any organism, for example
in the form of low-coverage fragmented genome assemblies, re-
striction site associated DNA (RAD), or transcriptome data (e.g.,
Davey et al. 2011; McCormack et al. 2013; Hearn et al. 2014).

Using outgroup information to polarize mutations and
assuming an infinite-sites mutation model, polymorphic sites
in a nonrecombining alignment can be summarized as counts
of mutations on each possible genealogical branch without
loss of information. Each possible combination of mutation
counts is a unique mutational configuration. Lohse et al.
(2011) showed how the generating function (GF) of genealogies
can be used to derive the probability of mutational configura-
tions for a large range of demographic models. The probability

of a mutational configuration is obtained by taking successive
derivatives of the GF with respect to all relevant “dummy”
variables, each corresponding to a different branch of the
genealogy. This gives an efficient, maximum-likelihood
scheme for estimating model parameters and comparing
models from arbitrarily many sequence blocks. Although
such likelihood calculations have been used to fit models of
divergence and admixture from triplet samples (Hearn et al.
2014; Lohse and Frantz 2014), they fail for large numbers of
samples (n . 4) because both derivation of the GF and the
sheer number of possible mutational configurations become
unmanageable (Lohse et al. 2015). Our main motivation for
the present study was to develop a simple and general sum-
mary of blockwise data that (i) removes the need for phase
information and (ii) captures short-range linkage informa-
tion, allowing more powerful inferences than the SFS.

We first briefly describe the GF of genealogies under a bot-
tleneck model and outline how it can be automatically gener-
ated and solved (usingMathematica). We then consider a new
summary of blockwise data that is an extension of the SFS and
summarizes polymorphic sites within blocks as counts of sin-
gletons, doubletons, etc. (i.e., we lump brancheswith the same
number of descendants, in effect generating an SFS for each
block). We compare the power of this new scheme to both the
likelihood-based analysis for full mutational configurations
(for small samples) and the genome-wide SFS and use simu-
lations to investigate the sensitivity of the new method to
intrablock recombination and population structure. Finally,
we apply our method to an example data set of Visayan warty
pig (Sus cebifrons) genomes from the Phillippines and compare
our inferences with PSMC analyses on the same data.

Materials and Methods

Outline of the model

We consider a sample of n lineages from a diploid, panmictic
population with a current effective size Ne:We follow Galtier

Figure 1 The effect of a bottleneck on a genealogy.
(Left) Genealogy for a population of constant size. (Cen-
ter) Genealogy under a weak bottleneck at time T1 with
four surviving lineages. (Right) Genealogy under a strong
bottleneck at T1 with only two surviving lineages. (A) We
assume an instantaneous bottleneck that produces a sud-
den burst of coalescence. (B) Bottleneck strength is mea-
sured by T2; the time necessary for the same amount of
coalescence in a population of constant size.
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et al. (2000) in assuming a simple model of an instantaneous
bottleneck that can be characterized by two parameters:
a bottleneck start time, T1; and a strength parameter, T2 (Fig-
ure 1). We assume that the bottleneck is instantaneous, so
that no mutations occur during it and its only effect is a sud-
den burst in coalescence that is measured by an imaginary
time T2: Both T1 and T2 are scaled in 2Ne generations.

Note that this two-parameter model is simpler than bottle-
neckmodels that consider step changes inNe in real time (which
requires at least three parameters, e.g., Marth et al. 2004). Our
motivation for assuming an instantaneous bottleneck is three-
fold. First, bottleneck duration and intensity are often con-
founded in practice; i.e., it is generally hard to distinguish
weak and long from short and strong bottlenecks (Marth et al.
2004). Second, an instantaneous bottleneck captures drastic
events, e.g., the colonization of new areas by a small founder
population. Finally, instantaneous bottleneck histories extend to
more general models of coalescence in which multiple mergers
occur as a continuous process rather than an instantaneous
event (e.g., Barton et al. 2010; Coop and Ralph 2012).

We can describe the history of a sample of n lineages as
a Markov process: going backward in time, pairs of lineages
coalesce until T1 when there is a sudden burst of coalescence
due to the bottleneck. Within the bottleneck, coalescence
proceeds normally, but since we ban mutations, there is no
growth in genealogical branches during T2 (Figure 1). T2 can
be thought of as the time necessary for the same amount of
coalescence had the population size not changed.

We apply the general recursion for the GF of genealogical
branches developed by Lohse et al. (2011, equation 4) to the

bottleneck model. We denote the vector of all possible
branches t and label branches by the individuals they are
connected to. The GF of the distribution of branch lengths
P½t� is defined as c½v� ¼ E½e2v : t�; where v are dummy varia-
bles corresponding to t : For the bottleneck model, we need
only to track coalescence events and transitions between
three phases: before (1), during (2), and after the bottleneck
(3). Analogous to derivations of the GF for histories involving
discrete splits or admixture between populations (Lohse et al.
2011), we first write down a GF for a model in which tran-
sitions between phases (T1 and T2) are exponentially distrib-
uted with rates L1 and L2 (Equation 1). The GF recursion
for each phase is identical apart from the L terms specifying
the rates at which lineages enter the next phase and the
fact that mutations (and hence v terms) are banned during
the bottleneck (c2). We denote the GF of interest (where
event times are discrete) as P½v� and note that c½v� ¼R
L2L1P½v�eL � TdT: P½v� can be obtained by multiplying c½v�

by ðL2L1Þ21 and inverting once for each L parameter. Look-
ing backward in time, V denotes the configuration of the
sample before the first coalescence event i and Vi the config-
uration after it,

c1½V� ¼ L1c2½V� þPic1½Vi�
ln þ L1 þ

P
jSj¼1vS

T0 ,T,T1

c2½V� ¼ L2c3½V� þPic2½Vi�
ln þ L2

T1 ,T,T2

c3½V� ¼
P

ic3½Vi�
ln þ

P
jSj¼1vS

T2 ,T;

(1)

where ln ¼ nðn2 1Þ=2 and
P

vS is the sum of the vS that
increase during that interval. For the first event, these corre-
spond to the terminal branches; i.e., jSj ¼ 1: We have auto-
mated Equation 1 in Mathematica.

Calculating likelihoods from the GF

The general method for computing the probability of observ-
ing a particular mutational configuration, k; which is defined
as counts of mutations on t and can be interpreted as the
likelihood, has been described in detail previously (Lohse
et al. 2011, equation 1) and involves taking higher-order
derivatives of the GF of genealogical branches. We assume
a mutation rate per branch of u=2 and tabulate exact proba-
bilities only up to a maximum number of mutations km per
branch. Probabilities for configurations involving .   km
mutations per branch are combined to avoid having to dis-
tinguish very unlikely configurations.

Although our automation allows us to generate the GF for
the bottleneck model for rather large samples of individuals
(n), inverting (with respect toL) and solving the GF are slow
for . n ¼ 3:We employ a set of combinatorial strategies (de-
tailed in Lohse et al. 2015) to speed up these steps (and see
Figure 2). In particular, we make use of the fact that lineages
are exchangeable. This means that the GF (and the likeli-
hood) can be written as a sum over unlabeled tree shapes

Figure 2 Combinatorial strategies to speed up likelihood calculations.
For n ¼ 5; there are three possible unlabeled topologies or tree shapes
(left, center, and right). Because samples from the same population are
exchangeable, the generating function can be written as a sum over
unlabeled tree shapes (each defining an equivalence class of identically
distributed genealogies). The size of each class (given above each shape)
depends on the number of ways the sample labels can be permuted. The
blockwise SFS introduces a further simplification (bottom) by lumping all
branches with the same number of descendants (shaded line, singleton;
shaded dashed line, doubleton; solid dashed line, tripleton; solid line,
quadrupleton).
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(sensu Felsenstein 1978, 2003) that define equivalence
classes of identically distributed genealogies. For each tree
shape, we can condition on a single arbitrary labeling of indi-
viduals by setting terms in the GF that are incompatible with
it to zero. The full GF can be written as a sum of the GFs for
the set of equivalence class representatives, each weighted by
the size of its class (the number of ways the sample labels can
be permuted on the tree shape, Figure 2). Second, we use
Mathematica to successively solve the GF for increasingly
large sample configurations, starting with terms for pairs
of lineages, inserting this solution into the GF for n ¼ 3;
and so on.

Blockwise SFS simplification

The number of possible mutational configurations quickly be-
comes unmanageable as the number of genealogical branches
increases: distinguishing mutations on each of the 2ðn2 1Þ
branches and allowing for a maximum of km mutations
per branch, there are ðkm þ 2Þ2ðn21Þ mutational configura-
tions for each equivalence class (þ2 stems from the configu-
rations involving 0 and .   km mutations per branch).

We introduce a simple summary of blockwise data—which
we term the blockwise SFS (bSFS)—to address this issue.
Instead of distinguishing mutations on all genealogical
branches, we combine branches (and their corresponding v

variables) with the same number of descendants so that the
vector of branch lengths, t; now distinguishes only singleton,
doubleton branches, etc. (i.e., ti ¼ ft1; t2; . . . ; tn21g). In data

terms, we reduce the mutational configuration of a block k to
ki ¼ fk1; k2; . . . ; kn21g corresponding to counts of singletons,
doubletons, etc. in each block. Note also that the genome-
wide expected SFS (E½ji�) is given by E½ki�=

P
n21E½ki�:

The bSFS simplification has two advantages: first, it
reduces the number of branches and hence mutational con-
figurations substantially. Because we distinguish only n2 1
types of mutations, the number of mutational configurations
goes down from ðkm þ 2Þ2ðn21Þ to ðkm þ 2Þðn21Þ: For example,
with km ¼ 3 and n ¼ 5; there are 390,625 configurations in
the full scheme, but only 625 defined via the bSFS. Second,
the bSFS simplification does not require phased data because
weno longer distinguish inwhich sampled lineage amutation
occurred. However, despite these simplifications, the GF and
hence the probabilities of ki can be computed analytically
only for rather limited sample sizes (n,6).

Many current methods for detecting population size
changes are based on the SFS (e.g., Polanski and Kimmel
2003; Marth et al. 2004; Gutenkunst et al. 2009; Chen
2012). Because the bSFS considers the joint distribution of
linked polymorphisms, it is, all else being equal, more power-
ful than the SFS. However, given that analytic likelihood cal-
culations under the bSFS are feasible only for small n, it is
important to compare their power to that of the SFS for larger
n. In the Appendixwe obtain the SFS (E½ji�) under the bottle-
neckmodel for any n, a result that we anticipate will be useful
for researchers with access exclusively to single-nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) data.

Figure 3 The expected difference in support (E½DlnL�) between the bottleneck model (“Bottleneck”) and a null model of constant population size
(“Constrained”) as a function of bottleneck strength (T2; left) and start time (T1; right). Plots are based on analytic results for the likelihood and assuming
2000 unlinked sequence blocks with one pairwise difference per block on average. The horizontal lines in the bottom panels indicate significance (at
a ¼ 0:05) in a likelihood-ratio test with 2 d.f.
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Power analyses

Wemeasured power by calculating the expected difference in
support (E½DlnL�) between the truemodel and a null model of
constant population size for three schemes: (i) the full infor-
mation for n ¼ 2 or 3 (km =3), (ii) the bSFS scheme for n ¼ 5
(unfolded, km = 3, but 6 for the singleton category; and
folded, km = 6), and (iii) the SFS for n ¼ 5;  10;  20: The full
scheme for n ¼ 2 could be considered equivalent to the PSMC
in the case where a continuous genome is not available.

Throughout, our choice of parameters was motivated by
the pig data example, including genome size (�   1 Gb), Ne

(�   10; 000), and mutation rate (�   2:53 1028 per base and
generation). We explore a broad parameter space, split into
four sets: we alter either T1 or T2 from 0.2 to 1.2, while fixing
the other parameter to 0.2 or 0.8. This covers a broad range of
bottleneck strengths and ages. For example, for pigs, it would
include bottlenecks between 20,000 and 120,000 years ago.
We additionally investigate the power to detect more recent
(T1 ¼ 0:1; T2 ¼ 0:8) and very strong (T1 ¼ 0:2; T2 ¼ 2) bot-
tlenecks that have a high probability of “trapping” all lineages.

Given the assumption of a constant m per site, the scaled
mutation rate, u ¼ 4Nem; can be thought of as the length of
blocks. Since we generally have no independent knowledge
of u in practice, we conditioned on E½S�; the expected number
of segregating sites per block, and adjusted u to correspond to
E½S� ¼ 1 per block for a pairwise sample. Because the
expected total length of the genealogy decreases with in-
creasing T2 and decreasing T1; younger and stronger bottle-
necks correspond to larger u, i.e., longer blocks (Supporting
Information, Table S1;). Note that our assumption of no
intralocus recombination is unaffected by conditioning on
E½S�; because both S and the number of recombination events
in a block depend on the total length of the genealogy.

We quantified the accuracy to estimate a particular param-
eter, using Fisher information (Edwards 1972; Lohse and
Frantz 2014). This measures the sharpness of the lnL curve
near the maximum and shows a linear relationship with the
number of loci. Assuming parameter estimates are away from
the boundaries, the inverse of Fisher information gives a
lower bound on the expected variance of parameter esti-
mates (Rao 1945). We used this to calculate the expected

standard deviation E½SD� for T1 and T2 across parameter
space (and checked these using simulations).

Robustness to population structure and recombination

Previous studies have shown that simple summary statistics
(Tajima’s D, Fu and Li’s D, etc.) cannot distinguish between de-
mographic size changes and population structure (Nielsen and
Beaumont 2009; Städler et al. 2009; Chikhi et al. 2010). In
particular, intermediate migration rates and local sampling,
i.e., when all samples come from a single deme that is part of
amuch largermetapopulation, have very similar effects on these
statistics as demographic size changes. This can be understood
considering the separation of timescales in the structured coa-
lescent (Wakeley 1998). Looking backward in time, during the
initial “scattering” phase, lineages in the same deme either co-
alesce or migrate to unsampled demes. During the “collecting”
phase, coalescence is much slower because lineages first need to
migrate back into an occupied deme before they can coalesce.
Thus, a genealogy of a sample from a single deme may look like
a bottlenecked genealogy (rapid initial coalescence “during the
bottleneck,” followed by slow coalescence of the remaining lin-
eages that “survived the bottleneck”). We explored the sensitiv-
ity of our method to population structure, using simulated data.

We used ms (Hudson 2002) to simulate data under an
island model with symmetric migration at rate M ¼ 4Nem:

Wesimulated samples of four individuals in ametapopulation
of 10 equally sized demes (d). Sampling was either local (all
samples from the same deme) or scattered (all from a differ-
ent deme).We chose a singlemetapopulation u ¼ 4Nedm ¼ 1
(corresponding to a per deme u of 0.1).

We also used simulations to assess whether ignoring intra-
locus recombination biases parameter values. We simulated
data for n ¼ 4; assuming a bottleneck at time T1 ¼ 0:2 with
strength T2 ¼ 1 and a range of recombination rates: 0, 0.025,
0.125, 0.25, 1.25, 2.5, 5, 12.5, or 25 31028 crossovers per
generation per base pair. Assuming m ¼ 2:53 1028; this cor-
responds to r=m = 0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10. These
ratios fall either side of the recombination estimates formam-
mals of 1 cM/Mb; i.e., r=m ¼ 0:4 (Tortereau et al. 2012).

For each parameter combination, we simulated 1,000,000
loci to obtain the expected frequencies of mutational

Figure 4 Expected standard deviation in T1 (= 0.2, left) and T2 (= 0.8, right) as a function of T2 and T1; respectively. As in Figure 3, we assume 2000
unlinked blocks.
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configurations for the bSFS scheme. We maximized the lnL un-
der both a null model of constant population size and a bottle-
neck history and calculated E½DlnL� between the two scenarios.

Application to island pigs

We analyzed genomic data from three Visayan warty pigs, S.
cebifrons, a species endemic to the Philippines. Each individ-
ual genome was sequenced to 103 coverage and aligned to
the S. scrofa reference genome (Ssc10.2) (Groenen et al.
2012; Frantz et al. 2013, 2014; Bosse et al. 2015).We divided
the reference genome of S. scrofa into nonoverlapping 1000-bp
blocks. To ensure enough coverage to call all heterozygous
sites in each block and to remove possible copy number var-
iants (Paudel et al. 2013), we filtered out blocks with an
average coverage ,73 or higher than twice the genome-
wide average, using the pileup format in SAMtools v0.1.12
(Li et al. 2009). Clusters of two or more SNPs in a 10-bp
window were filtered out as well as SNPs within 3 bp of an
indel. We removed blocks for which ,90% of sites were
covered and excluded sites with a coverage ,43 (Gronau
et al. 2011). Finally, we selected only blocks that passed the
above filtering criteria in all samples.

This procedure left 1,103,026 aligned 1000-bp blocks
(�50% of the genome, with an average of 2.75 mutations
per block). Given the mean divergence (1.8%) of the only
usable outgroup, the African common warthog (Phacochoe-
rus africanus), we used the folded bSFS for five samples
(combining singletons with quadrupletons and doubletons
with tripletons) to avoid biases due to mispolarization. To
make use of all six alleles (two per individual), we averaged
the counts of mutational configurations across all sample
combinations, i.e., after omitting one allele from each indi-
vidual in turn. We used all blocks to obtain point estimates
and computed confidence intervals of parameters and DlnL
between models, using a simple correction: linkage between
blocks, measured by the pairwise correlation coefficient in
the number of segregating sites between blocks, dropped
below 0.05 at a distance of 404 blocks (Figure S1) so we
rescaled DlnL by a factor of 1/404. Finally, we fitted the bot-
tleneck model to the folded genome-wide SFS for all six
samples (using the same correction to rescale DlnL).

We conducted a PSMC analysis (Li and Durbin 2011) on
the same three individuals, using the parameters N ¼ 25;
Tmax ¼ 20; r ¼ 15; and 64 time intervals, and performed 100
bootstrap replicates for each sample. To calibrate parameter
estimates, we assumed a generation time of 5 years and amuta-
tion rate of 2:53 1028 per base and generation (see Groenen
et al. 2012; Frantz et al. 2013). Finally, we compared ourmethod
to the PSMC using simulations. We used Heng Li’s modification
of msHOT (https://github.com/lh3/foreign/tree/master/
msHOT-lite) and ms to PSMC parser (https://github.com/lh3/
psmc/blob/master/utils/ms2psmcfa.pl) to simulate 100 diploid
sequences of 10 Mb under a variety of bottleneck parameters
with an r=m ratio of 0.4, m ¼ 2:531028; and Ne ¼ 10; 000:

Data availability

The pig data are available at the EuropeanNucleotide Archive
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/, accession no. PRJEB9326). A
Mathematica notebook to fit the bottleneck model to data
using the bSFS is available upon request.

Results

Power analyses

Our power analyses highlight several features of the blockwise
inference method (Figure 3). First, inferences based on block-
wise data have high power to correctly detect a bottleneck his-
tory (measured by E½DlnL�) in absolute terms. We plot E½DlnL�
for data sets consisting of 2000 unlinked blocks, but because
E½DlnL� scales linearly with the number of blocks, the y-axes in
Figure 3 can be rescaled for any number of blocks. Unsurpris-
ingly, power decreases with bottleneck age and increases with
bottleneck strength (Figure 3). Given data from 2000 unlinked
blocks, even very weak bottlenecks would be detectable.
For example, for a relatively recent and weak bottleneck
(T1 ¼ 0:2 and T2 ¼ 0:2), DlnL ¼ 11:2 for the bSFS scheme
for n ¼ 5 andDlnL ¼ 10:0 for the full scheme for n ¼ 3;which
both indicate a significantly (P, 0:0001; likelihood-ratio test
with 2 d.f.) better fit than a null model of constant size.

Second, blockwise likelihood computations are sub-
stantially more powerful than the SFS and the relative

Figure 5 The probability of mutational configurations defined by the bSFS for n ¼ 5 as a function (left) of T1 (T2 = 0.8) and (right) of T2 (T1 = 0.2). The
key gives configurations as counts of singletons, doubletons, tripletons, and quadrupletons, respectively; e.g., 1010 denotes blocks containing one
singleton and one tripleton. Only configurations with probabilities .0.01 (for at least one point in parameter space) are shown.
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improvement is particularly large for young bottlenecks. We
have highlighted the area of parameter space where the bSFS
scheme for n ¼ 5 is the only scheme that can still detect
a bottleneck (Figure 3, bottom). As T2 increases, the SFS
scheme for n ¼ 20 overtakes the full scheme for n ¼ 3 in
terms of power. However, the bSFS scheme for n ¼ 5 remains
substantially more powerful throughout.

Interestingly, the power to detect bottlenecks with the SFS
doesnotdecreasemonotonicallywith respect to the start time,
T1: While very recent bottlenecks (T1 ¼ 0:1) are easiest to
detect, older bottlenecks (T1 . 0:6) are easier to detect than
intermediate bottlenecks at T1 ¼ 0:2 (Figure 3, top right). In
contrast, for all blockwise schemes, power decreases mono-
tonically with start time.

To compare the different inference schemes in terms of
their accuracy of parameter estimates, we calculated the
expected standard deviation (E½SD�) of each parameter. The
analytical results for E½SD� match the empirical SD across
replicate simulated data sets and scale with the number of
loci (nl) as

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=nl

p
(Figure 4, Figure S3, and Figure S4). Across

schemes, E½SD� increases as bottlenecks get older andweaker.
E½SD� is always less for blockwise schemes, apart from weak,
recent bottlenecks (Figure 4, left) where E½SD� is large and
similar for both the blockwise schemes and the SFS with 20
individuals (the SFS for 4 individuals is even worse).

To get a sense of the extra information captured by the bSFS,
we plotted the probability of mutational configurations (for
n ¼ 5) (Figure 5; cf. Figure S5 for the SFS). This highlights
two features of the bSFS. First, even for short blocks (E½S� ¼ 1)
there are many more mutational configurations than site
frequency classes. For example, for a bottleneck of strength
T2 ¼ 0:8 at time T1 ¼ 0:2 there are 19 configurations with
probability .   0:01: Second, the probabilities of mutational
configurations depend on the bottleneck parameters in
a nonlinear way.

The marginal distributions of the total length of each type
of n-ton branch also illustrate the complex effects bottlenecks
have on genealogies (Figure 6). These can be found from the
GF by differentiating with respect to the corresponding vi and
evaluating at vi /0: All distributions have a discontinuity at
T1 (Figure 6, dotted line) and at multiples of T1 corresponding
to varying numbers of coalescences occurring within the bot-
tleneck. None of this complexity is captured by the genome-
wide SFS that depends only on the mean of each distribution.

Robustness to population structure and recombination

With local sampling, population structure is difficult to dis-
tinguish from a bottleneck that always has greater support
than a model of constant size (Table 1, top row). This is true
for a wide range of migration rates, i.e.,M ¼ 0:05–0.5. At the
limit of lowM, the chance of migration out of the focal deme
is minuscule and so the individual deme functions as an iso-
lated, constant size population. At the limit of high M, the
whole metapopulation functions as a single panmictic popu-
lation. Where there is support, we find that estimates for T1

are very close to zero (see Table S2 for parameter estimates)
as expected if the bottleneck mimics the scattering phase of
the structured coalescent. Conversely, with scattered sam-
pling, we never observe support for a bottleneck, irrespective
of M; i.e., DlnL is close to zero and u estimates become very
large as M decreases (not shown).

To investigate how well data generated under the island
model (local sampling) actually fit a bottleneck history, we
computed the expected frequency of mutational configura-
tions under the (mis)inferred bottleneck parameters. Using
DlnL as a measure of model fit, we compared the bottleneck
model and a null model of constant population size. Although
a bottleneck history fits data simulated under population
structure (with intermediate M) better than a null model,
the fit is poor in absolute terms. In particular, we find that

Figure 6 The length distributions of
each branch type for two recent bottle-
necks of different strengths and a constant
size model under the blockwise-SFS
scheme for five lineages. The dotted line
indicates the bottleneck start time (T1 =
0.2).
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more singleton mutations are seen in the data than predicted
under a bottleneck history (Figure S6). Thus, it may in prin-
ciple be possible to distinguish the two models.

We find that with realistic levels of recombination, param-
eter estimates under the bSFS are essentially unbiased. For
r=m. 0:5; T1 is increasingly overestimated, while T2; u, and
DlnL between the bottleneck and the null model are under-
estimated. SD of parameter estimates using 2000 blocks is
low for r=m , 1 (Figure S7). These results are encouraging
and suggest that inferences based on the bSFS are robust to
realistic levels of recombination.

Application to island pigs and comparison with
the PSMC

A bottleneck history fitted the S. cebifrons data significantly
better than a model of constant Ne; using the folded bSFS for
n ¼ 5 (DlnL = 110 after correcting for linkage). We inferred
a strong bottleneck (T2 ¼ 1:72) �141 KYA and an ancestral
Ne of �   22; 400: While both T parameter estimates have
narrow confidence intervals even after correction for linkage
between blocks, there is more information about the time
(T1) than the strength (T2) of the bottleneck (Table 2). Pa-
rameter estimates from the genome-wide SFS (for n ¼ 6)
agree, but have much wider confidence intervals (Table 2).

Our estimate of T1 also broadly coincides with the period
of the lowest population size in the PSMC analyses of the
three S. cebifrons genomes (Figure 8A). Applying the PSMC
to data simulated under the bottleneck history inferred for
the pigs (Table 2) gives a shorter period of reduced popula-
tion size than the empirical plot (Figure 8A vs. Figure 8B).
The PSMC plot generated from the simulated data also does
not include the apparent difference in population size seen in
the empirical plot; i.e., Ne after the bottleneck (looking back-
ward in time) is approximately twofold greater than before.
Applying the PSMC to data simulated under an instantaneous
bottleneck produces a trajectory of gradual decline and rise of
Ne (Figure 8B). This is true for a range of bottleneck times
and strengths (Figure S8). Reassuringly, the period of small-
est Ne coincides with the time of the bottleneck. An unex-
pected feature of all PSMC plots from simulated data is that
they show amarked increase ofNe prior (looking backward in
time) to the bottleneck start time (Figure 8B and Figure S8).

Discussion

Researchers have long been interested in using genetic data to
infer population bottlenecks associatedwith landmark events

in the history of species and populations, for example, the
colonization of new regions or range contractions (reviewed
in Gattepaille et al. 2013). Indeed, the demographic history
of model organisms such as humans and Drosophila has been
characterized as a series of expansions and contractions that
coincide with the spread of populations across the globe (e.g.,
Haddrill et al. 2005; Voight et al. 2005; Sjödin et al. 2012).
However, the genetic resources for model organisms far ex-
ceed those available for most species. Thus there is a need for
inference methods that do not require high-quality reference
genomes, phase information, and/or large samples of indi-
viduals. Maximum-likelihood estimation based on the block-
wise SFS makes optimal use of the information contained in
short blocks of sequence from just a handful of individuals—
data that can readily be obtained for any organism with cur-
rent short-read sequencing technology. Furthermore, and in
contrast to the PSMC framework (Li and Durbin 2011) that
qualitatively documents changes in population size, our
method explicitly assesses the statistical support for a bottle-
neck model over a null model (see Table S3 for the pros and
cons of alternative demographic inference methods).

Power of the blockwise SFS

Wefind that our blockwisemethodhas higher power to detect
bottlenecks (Figure 3 and Figure 4) than the SFS. Perhaps
surprisingly, the bSFS scheme for 5 lineages almost always
contained more information about past bottlenecks than the
genome-wide SFS for 20 lineages, a more typical sample
size for SFS-based analyses (see Bhaskar and Song 2014,
for specific bounds on sample sizes under various piecewise
population size change models). Although our strategy of
exploiting the symmetries of the coalescent by partitioning
the GF of branch lengths into a sum over unlabeled tree
shapes makes it possible to compute the probability of full
mutational configurations for nontrivial sample sizes, in
practice, the number of mutational configurations still explo-
des catastrophically for n . 5 (Lohse et al. 2015). By combin-
ing branches with the same number of descendants, the bSFS
scheme introduces a further simplification that substantially
decreases the dimensionality of mutational configurations
and is a tractable compromise between information and com-
plexity. It still exploits the information contained in the joint
distribution of closely linked SNPs (Figure 5) and, since
topologies are defined by the presence or absence of mutation
categories, also retains topology information (Figure 2). On
the other hand, the bSFS simplification avoids unnecessary
computational complexity and removes the need for phase
information. Because our likelihood calculations for the bSFS
assume no intralocus recombination, they are restricted to

Table 1 DlnL between a bottleneck history and a model of constant
population size for data simulated under the island model at a range
of migration rates (M)

M 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 10

Island (local sampling) 0.752 1.88 4.58 6.75 7.15 4.73 2.40 0.080
Bottleneck 0.918 2.35 5.87 7.44 7.56 4.87 2.47 0.084

The top row (“Island”) gives DlnL for the simulated data. The bottom row (“Bot-
tleneck”) gives E½DlnL� when assuming the bottleneck parameters estimated for the
simulated data. In both cases, 2000 unlinked blocks are assumed.

Table 2 Maximum-likelihood estimates for bottleneck parameters
for Sus cebifrons (95% C.I. in parentheses)

Scheme n T1 T2

bSFS 5 0.63 (0.54–0.73) 1.72 (1.43–2.03)
SFS 6 0.46 (0.14–0.84) 1.54 (1.24–N)
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relatively short blocks, which rarely contain sufficient muta-
tional information to fully resolve all branches anyway.

Runs of homozygosity contain valuable information about
demography (e.g., Harris and Nielsen 2013) and some of the
power of the blockwise schemes undoubtedly stems from the
fact that someof this information is included in the frequency of
monomorphic blocks that are almost always the most probable
configuration (Figure 5). For example, for very recent, strong
bottlenecks (T1 ¼ 0:01 and T2 ¼ 1:2), .50% of blocks are
monomorphic for n ¼ 5 whereas under the null model of con-
stant size only 20% of blocks are monomorphic. This is despite
the fact that we have fixed the block length to correspond to
one pairwise difference per block on average in both cases.

Although we have focused on bottleneck histories because
they are biologically interesting and analytically tractable, we
emphasize that the bSFS simplification can be used to sum-
marizedataand compute likelihoods for any sampling scheme
and demographic model. Just like the SFS, the bSFS also
extends tomultiple populations (Lohse et al.2015). For larger
samples and/or more complex models, for which analytic
likelihood calculations become intractable, the bSFS could
form the basis for alternative inference methods. In particu-
lar, it should be possible to approximate the bSFS using sim-
ulations and devise a composite-likelihood inference method
analogous to that of Excoffier et al. (2013).

When can we expect to be able to detect bottlenecks?

Our power analyses indicate that young and strong bottle-
necks are easiest to identify. This makes intuitive sense given
that these have the strongest effect on genealogies (greatest
compression of tree length). Looking backward in time, the
older the bottleneck, the more likely it is that lineages have
already coalesced by the time the bottleneck “starts.” Even
very large samples are expected to coalesce to two lineages
within 2Ne generations (Tajima 1983; Nordborg 1998), sug-
gesting that there is little information to infer bottlenecks

approaching this age or older (as we find, Figure 3) and that
larger samples of individuals add only information about re-
cent bottlenecks (see also Terhorst and Song 2015).

A potential issue of our power analyses is that we have
adjusted the length of sequence blocks (i.e., u) to a fixed
average number of segregating sites per block irrespective
of the severity of the bottleneck. This ignores the fact that
genomes have a finite length and so overestimates the power
to infer very strong and/or recent bottlenecks. However, even
after correcting for this by normalizing DlnL by a factor, 1=u;
the power to detect bottlenecks still remains highest for re-
cent and strong bottlenecks (Figure S2). In the limit of in-
finitely young and strong bottlenecks and assuming a finite
genome, it would of course be impossible to sample enough
independent blocks for inference. However, we can still de-
tect surprisingly recent bottlenecks: e.g., assuming T1 ¼ 0:02
(2000 years ago for pigs), T2 ¼ 1; and a typical pig Ne and m,
blocks would need to be�2.5 kb long to contain one pairwise
difference on average, and only nine such blocks would be
sufficient to reject a null model of no population size change
(E½DlnL�= 0.34 for a single locus, nine loci would give a sign-
ficant likelihood-ratio test with 2 d.f., and a = 0.05).

Our finding that local sampling of a structured population
mimics a bottlenecked population mirrors other recent analyses
that conclude that population structure and demography can be
hard to distinguish (e.g., Nielsen andBeaumont 2009).However,
we identified an excess of singletons in samples from structured
compared to bottlenecked populations that could, in principle,
be exploited to distinguish the two. Conversely, and in agree-
ment with others (Wakeley 1999; Städler et al. 2009; Chikhi
et al. 2010; Leblois et al. 2014; Mazet et al. 2015), we find that
scattered sampling (one individual per deme) minimizes the
problem of confounding size change and structure.

Finally, we show that for realistic recombination rates,
blockwise inferences are robust to intralocus recombination
(Figure 7). If the ratio of recombination to mutation rate is

Figure 7 The effect of recombination
(r=m) on T1 and T2 (top) and on u and
DlnL (assuming 2000 unlinked blocks)
between a bottleneck model and a null
model (bottom). The horizontal dotted
lines indicate the true parameters used
for simulations: T1 ¼ 0:2; T2 ¼ 1; and
u ¼ 1: The vertical dotted line at 0.4 is
a reasonable r=m for mammals (assum-
ing r = 1 3 1028 and m = 2.5 3 1028).
Figure S7 shows the standard deviation
of estimates obtained from 100 replicate
data sets, each consisting of 2000 blocks.
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high, T1 is overestimated, T2 underestimated, and there is
less power to detect a bottleneck overall. Because recombi-
nation within blocks generates a mosaic of correlated gene-
alogies, this is expected, given the decrease in variance in
branch lengths across loci (Wall 2003).

Application to island pigs and comparison with
the PSMC

The instantaneous bottleneck (but constantNe) we consider is,
in a sense, the inverse of the scenario assumed by the PSMC
and other piecewise models that reconstructs demography as
a trajectory of changing Ne: Given these opposing assump-
tions, it is reassuring how well the bottleneck time we infer
for S. cebifrons (T1 ¼ 140 KY) agrees with the PSMC analysis
of the same data set (Figure 8A). In both cases, the inferred
reduction in population size occurred long after the species
divergence between S. cebifrons and S. barbatus �300 KYA
(Frantz et al. 2013) and so was not associated with the initial
colonization of the Philippines by the ancestor of S. cebifrons.
This is not to say that we can rule out any colonization bottle-
neck, because most of the signal of older bottlenecks would
have been erased by the more recent demographic event we
infer. It is likely that the inferred bottleneck coincides with the
colonization of the central/western islands of Panay, Cebu,
and Negros by S. cebifrons. This would support the findings
of Lucchini et al. (2005) that this species is genetically and
morphologically distinct from its sister species S. philippensis
that is found all over the eastern and northern Philippines. Un-
fortunately, genomic data do not exist for S. philippensis to val-
idate this interpretation. Finally, our result is not consistentwith
a bottleneck due to anthropogenic activities (i.e., it is too old).
This does not mean that this critically endangered species has
been unaffected by human activities but rather suggests that its
genetic diversity was already reduced prior to any human con-
tact and supports current efforts for careful management of zoo
populations (Bosse et al. 2015).

We found that the PSMC is unable to reconstruct abrupt
changes in Ne (Figure S8): for example, instantaneous bottle-
necks 2000 or 20,000 years ago are reconstructed as a gradual
dip in Ne over a period of 5000 or 50,000 years, respectively.

The PSMC also artificially infers an increase in Ne prior to
the bottleneck. This increase in Ne was also apparent when
applying the PSMC to data simulated under a range of bot-
tleneck scenarios including the history we inferred for the
pigs (Figure 8B). We therefore recommend caution when
interpreting PSMC plots.

Conclusion

We have developed a method for inferring demographic size
change from short sequence blocks for small numbers of sam-
ples. We show that the new method has higher power than
inferences based on the genome-wide SFS for much larger
samples. Thecentral ideaof thenewframework is to summarize
mutational configurations as blockwise site frequency spectra.
This both results in little loss of information and enables the
analysis of nontrivial samples of individuals andunphaseddata.
We stress that the bSFS scheme could be used for inference
under any model of population history. For example, one could
use blockwise data to fit scenarios of population expansion,
serial bottlenecks, or more general models of multiple merger
coalescence (Coop and Ralph 2012). We also envisage exten-
sions of this framework to explicitly compare the demographic
histories of multiple, codistributed species.
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Appendix: Calculating the Site Frequency Spectrum

Wedenote the time duringwhich there are p lineages present, tp:Griffiths and Tavaré (1998, equation 1.3) have shown that for
any model in which lineages are statistically exchangeable the expected site frequency E½ji� can be computed from E½tp� by
considering the probability that branches that exist during tp have i descendants:

E½ji� ¼
u

i

�
n21
i

�21 Xn2iþ1

p¼2

�
p
2

��
n2 p
i2 1

�
E
�
tp
�
; 1# i# n2 1: (A1)

We denote the vector of coalescence intervals tp as tp :

We canwrite the GF of tp as a sum over all possible ways that a sample can enter and exit the bottleneck and distinguish only
the branches (or rather the corresponding v variables) associated with each interval tp:

c1
�
vp
� ¼ L1

L1 þ lps þ vps

� Yn
r¼psþ1

lr
L1 þ lr þ vr

�
if   ps ¼ 1;c1

�
vp
� ¼ 1

c2
�
vp
� ¼ L2

L2 þ lpe

� Yps
j¼peþ1

lj

L2 þ lj

�
if   pe ¼ 1;c2

�
vp
� ¼ 1

c3
�
vp
� ¼ � Qpe

m¼1

lm
lm þ vm

�
if   pe ¼ 1;c3

�
vp
� ¼ 1

c
�
vp
� ¼ Pn

ps¼1

Pps
pe¼1

c1
�
vp
�
c2
�
vp
�
c3
�
vp
�
:

(A2)

Here, ps and pe are the numbers of ancestral lineages that enter and exit the bottleneck at T1; respectively; n is the number of
sampled lineages; and c1; c2; and c3 give the GF before, during, and after the bottleneck, as in Equation 1. Multiplying by
ðL1L2Þ21 and inverting with respect to L1 and L2 gives the GF under the bottleneck model, P½vp�; where event times are
discrete. E½tp� is obtained from this as

E
�
tp
� ¼ 2

 
@c
�
vp
�

@vp

!
vp ¼0

: (A3)

The SFS can be obtained by inserting E½tp� into Equation A1 above.
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Figure S 1: Extent of correlation along the Sus cebifrons genome (n = 5). Blocks were aligned along

chromosomes and Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) of total number of segregating sites per block was

calculated for blocks at increasing distances from each other. The horizontal dashed line indicates where the

correlation drops to 0.05.
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Figure S 2: The effect of conditioning on the same number of segregating sites per block irrespective of

bottleneck parameters. Plotted is the expected difference in support (E[�lnL]) between the bottleneck

model and a null model of constant population size (as in Figure 3) as a function of bottleneck strength (T2)

(lefthand plots) and bottleneck start time (T1) (righthand plots). Plots are based on analytic results for the

likelihood and assuming 2,000 unlinked sequence blocks. Each E[�lnL] has been divided by the ✓ used

to get the expected probabilities of mutational configurations. The horizontal line shows where E[�lnL])
becomes insignificant (at ↵ = 0.05) according to a likelihood ratio test with 2 degrees of freedom.
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Figure S 3: Mean and standard deviation of 100 replicate model fits for 100, 1000 or 10000 simulated loci

using the bSFS scheme and n = 4. The true parameters were T1 = 0.2 and T2 = 1. The red crosses correspond

to the E[SD] for the same number of loci.
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Figure S 4: E[SD] as a function of number of loci for bottleneck parameters T1 = 0.2 and T2 = 1.
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Figure S 5: The expected site frequency spectrum for n=5 and 20 under different bottleneck scenarios:

top panel: n=5; bottom panel: n=20. Each bar represents a single stacked SFS for a particular bottleneck

scenario with singletons at the bottom, doubletons above, and so on. Left-hand plots T2 always 0.8; right-

hand plots T1 always 0.2.
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Figure S 7: Mean and standard deviation of 100 replicate model fits for 2000 simulated loci using the bSFS

scheme, n = 4 and increasing r/µ. The true parameters were T1 = 0.2, T2 = 1 and ✓ = 1.
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Figure S 8: PSMC plots from 100 simulated diploid sequences of 10Mb with r/µ = 0.4, N
e

= 10000, T2 =

1 and T1 = 0.2 (left) and T1 = 0.02 (right).
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Table S 1: Parameters used in the power analyses (figure 3). Given are T1 and T2 (both in units of 2N
e

generations), ✓ adjusted to give one polymorphic site per block in a pair-wise comparison, E[t
total

] for a

pair-wise sample, block size (bp) assuming pig-relevant parameters (see text) and the number of blocks of

this size in a 1 Gb genome (before linkage correction).

T1 T2 ✓ E[t
total

] Block size No. of blocks

0.2 0.2 1.17 1.70 1174.3 851,589

0.2 0.4 1.37 1.46 1369.7 730,081

0.2 0.6 1.59 1.26 1585.1 630,874

0.2 0.8 1.82 1.10 1821.0 549,149

0.2 1.0 2.07 0.96 2072.7 482,463

0.2 1.2 2.34 0.86 2337.2 427,866

0.2 2.0 3.42 0.58 3423.8 292,072

0.1 0.8 1.99 1.00 1993.1 501,732

0.2 0.8 1.82 1.10 1821.0 549,149

0.4 0.8 1.59 1.26 1585.1 630,874

0.6 0.8 1.43 1.40 1433.1 697,785

0.8 0.8 1.33 1.51 1328.8 752,568

1.0 0.8 1.25 1.59 1254.1 797,419

1.2 0.8 1.20 1.67 1198.8 834,141
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Table S 2: Parameter estimates for bottleneck models fitted to samples simulated with population structure

and sampled using local sampling. We used ms to simulate an island model with symmetric migration at rate

M = 4N
e

m. We simulated local samples of four individuals from the same deme, part of a metapopulation

of ten equally-sized demes (d). We chose a single metapopulation ✓ = 4N
e

dµ = 1 (corresponding to a per

deme ✓ of 0.1) and simulated 1,000,000 loci to obtain expected mutational configurations. Using the bSFS

scheme, we maximised the lnL under both a null model of constant population size and a bottleneck history

and calculated E[�lnL] between the two scenarios (shown here for 2000 unlinked blocks).

4N0m ✓ T1 T2 �lnL

10 1.09 0.02 0.08 0.080

1 1.79 0.02 0.06 2.40

0.5 2.48 0.01 0.94 4.73

0.2 3.65 0.01 1.47 7.15

0.1 3.90 0.01 1.84 6.75

0.05 2.90 0.01 2.07 4.58

0.02 1.33 0.03 2.06 1.88

0.01 0.68 0.06 1.79 0.752

L. Bunnefeld, L.A.F. Frantz & K. Lohse 11
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Method Reference Sample size requirements 

Uses 
linkage 
information Pros Cons 

Site frequency spectrum and 
summary statistics based on it 
(to detect departures from 
expectations of DNA 
polymorphism under neutrality) 

Reviewed in e.g. 
Ramos-Onsins & 
Rozas 2002 

Power generally increases with 
sample size up to around 20 
individuals (depending on 
sample diversity) No 

Simple, fast, problems well-
established in the literature 

Different demographic or 
selective histories can lead to 
the same values of summary 
statistics. Ascertainment bias of 
SNPs if using SNP chip 
approaches. 

Haplotype-based summary 
statistics (to detect departures 
from expectations of DNA 
polymorphism under neutrality) 

Reviewed in e.g. 
Ramirez-Soriano et 
al. 2008 

Power generally increases with 
sample size up to around 20 
individuals (depending on 
sample diversity) Yes 

Simple, fast, problems well-
established in the literature 

Highly sensitive to how 
recombination is modelled. 

∂a∂i 
Gutenkunst et al. 
2009 

3-5 diploid individuals at a 
minimum, power depends on 
the specific history (Robinson et 
al. 2014) No 

Tests support for specific model 
in a composite likelihood 
framework 

Does not make use of linkage 
information. Computationally 
intensive to obtain confidence 
intervals on parameter 
estimates. 

Pairwise sequentially 
Markovian coalescent (PSMC) Li & Durbin 2011 One diploid individual Yes 

Non-parametric, works with a 
single diploid individual 

Non-parametric; restrictive data 
requirements 

Skyline plots 
Pybus et al. 2000 and 
extensions 

Error decreases with more 
samples and more loci (Heled et 
al. 2008) Yes Non-parametric 

Non-parametric; Very slow for 
multi-locus datasets 

Approximate Bayesian 
Computation Pritchard et al. 1999 

Varies depending on summary 
statistics used Can do 

Provides a means to test support 
for more complex models than 
feasible with full likelihood 
approaches 

Difficult to implement, 
inference is only as good as the 
data, but It is possible to be 
falsely confident of results. 
Very slow for large datasets 
and/or complex models. 

Identity by descent approaches 
Harris & Nielsen 
2013, among others At least one diploid individual Yes 

Good for founder events and 
recent bottlenecks 

Restrictive data requirements; 
does not capture older 
demographic events well. 

Table S3. Pro and cons of popular alternative methods 
for demographic inference. Single locus or microsatellite 
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